A selection of illustrative examples is used in reviewing wind tunnel and water tank modelling of atmospheric dispersion, the aim being to discuss cases where the laboratory work has been a key factor in developing scientific understanding and instigating further research. The areas included are: basic dispersion processes, plume rise, buildings effects, urban areas, dense gas dispersion, concentration fluctuations, complex terrain and convective boundary layers. The changing role of laboratory simulations in the face of the continuing advances in computational methods is also discussed. r
Introduction
A review of dispersion modelling is perhaps treating subject matter on the boundary of Alan Davenport's interests (his publication list contains just one dispersion modelling paper, published with Isyumov and Jandali in 1974 [1] ) though the topic is not at all alien to his Wind Engineering Group and Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory. In 1974 wind tunnel simulation was probably the only sensible way to approach questions of dispersion in complex conditions, but today computation is a viable alternative. Today, the most enlightened approach harnesses the two techniques, though, sadly, the less enlightened may let cost considerations dominate and then the wind tunnel is clearly at a disadvantage. Capital value is probably not the main issue, but space and operating costs certainly are. A clear statement on the side of enlightenment rests in the objectives of the ComputationFluid Dynamics-Experiment (C-FD-E) concept described by Hangan [2] and being pursued at UWO and, for that matter, elsewhere under different guises. To quote: ''The C-FD-E concept relates to the interplay between the two tools in order to continue exploration (fundamental research), to give adequate answers to the practitioner (applied research) and to educate.'' Again, quoting from Hangan, this is seen as involving:
1. The ''calibration'' of the CFD simulations using reliable experiments. This also implies the use and development of adequate numerical and physical models in numerical codes. 2. The ''expansion'' of the research area under consideration. Once the calibration is considered satisfactory, the numerical simulation can be employed to explore further into the parametric space of the given problem. 3. The ''feedback'' between CFD and Experiment. This should finally provide new C-FD-E procedures applicable to the end user. 4. The ''education'' of a new generation in fluid dynamics.
Some might quibble over the words but the basic intent is shared by many research groups. Whether it is shared by users is a moot point, and may remain so until the consequences of the fourth item begin to flourish.
This review concentrates on the role wind tunnel experimentation plays in developing and refining our understanding of dispersion processes in the atmosphere, rather than in solving practical problems. In the best of worlds, the two are linked and fundamental questions spring from the intricacies of real applications and, importantly, the way in which they are treated. Vital to this interaction is an enquiring attitude of mind that looks beyond the simple provision of data, be it from computation or experiment. Dry words inevitably fail to convey the excitement that derives from these activities, but this aspect should not be forgotten and is a key element of the 4th of the above objectives.
When tackling real air quality questions, not only the experimental methods themselves must be considered but also the means by which the results are to be used. They will frequently need to be incorporated into an environmental impact assessment, implying interpretation in the context of some form of computer-based model which is then used in conjunction with appropriate meteorological data to interpolate or extrapolate to all conditions and output requirements of interest. These concerns are beyond the scope of this paper.
The objective of this paper is not to provide a comprehensive review of wind tunnel dispersion modelling (for this, see, for example, [3] ). Rather, particular pieces of work have been selected to illustrate the depth and breadth of the subject, especially where laboratory studies have investigated or been a major part of a concerted research activity and have proved a key factor in the development of the underlying science. However, the pioneering work at Colorado State University, (e.g. as described by Cermak [4] ) must be specifically acknowledged as this clearly laid the basis for much that followed and showed the wide range of research opportunities that lay in wind tunnel simulation of atmospheric flow and dispersion processes.
What did the wind tunnel do for us?
Laboratory based research has been instrumental in developing our understanding of many important fundamental aspects of dispersion in the atmosphere. The following list, not intended to be comprehensive, would probably not be questioned:
1. Basic dispersion processes: testing and refining theories. 2. Plume rise: entrainment assumption, stratified flow effects. 3. Buildings: flow and dispersion processes. 4. Urban areas: street canyons, intersections, etc. 5. Dense gas dispersion: entrainment modelling. 6. Concentration fluctuations: effects of source size and location. 7. Complex terrain: speed up, stable flows and internal waves. 8. Convective boundary layer: turbulence structure, dispersion processes.
These achievements have not rested on provision of an accurate scaled version of the atmospheric boundary layer in the wind tunnel, but rather on the provision of a fully developed turbulent boundary layer flow over a fully rough surface (or, in some cases, simply a tank of density stratified water). Here, fully developed implies that stream-wise development is slow so that changes in structure over the fetch of interest are insignificant. In general, a deep boundary layer has been advantageous and the development of simulation techniques for wind loading studies has been an important enabling technology. If anything, dispersion modelling places even greater demands on the performance of such systems because of the need for slow streamwise development. Additionally, and most importantly, experimental conditions in a wind tunnel are under control, repeatable, statistically steady and can be fully determined.
In terms of its suitability for dispersion studies, Robins [5] demonstrated how one of the neutrally stable boundary layer simulation systems performs, concluding that a fetch of about 627H; where H is the boundary layer depth, is needed for development and that thereafter stream-wise development is slow. The fully rough surface condition can be expressed in terms of the roughness Reynolds number as
where u Ã is the friction velocity and z 0 the roughness length, and R crit lies between 1 and 5, depending on the surface geometry.
The simulation of stable and unstable boundary layers is a much more complex topic and, in contrast to the neutral case, there are no generally agreed procedures. However, the main requirement is to control the density (or temperature) profile in the flow and the buoyancy (or heat) flux at the surface. This adds an additional length scale to the boundary layer simulation conditions, the Monin-Obukhov length scale (L MO ), and leads to a direct relation between the facility and full-scale wind speed. The ratio of the boundary layer height and the Monin-Obukhov scale, H=L MO ; determines the degree of boundary layer stability:
where k is von Karman's constant and q the kinematic heat flux. Unlike in the neutral case, there is now a direct link between the wind tunnel and equivalent fullscale conditions. The choice of model scale, heat flux and wind speed are linked and the flow speed, here defined by the friction velocity, is determined by
where L MO =H defines the stability condition, and the choice of model scale and heat flux can be arranged to provide a workable value for the friction velocity.
Basic dispersion processes
Similarity, statistical and diffusivity theories have all been subject to examination through wind tunnel experiments [6] , as have the models employed in CFD packages. What has proved to be particularly useful in the latter application is the ability to measure the important terms in the relevant flow and transport equations, since this permits direct evaluation of the algorithms used and enables their refinement. From the experimental point of view this amounted to adopting standard procedures from turbulence research and applying them to scalar transport. The key to success was the development of instrumentation that was sufficiently sensitive to measuring concentrations to levels of a few parts per million with adequate temporal and spatial resolution. With this achieved [7] , variables such as the turbulent mass flux could be measured directly in both simple and complex flows by using the concentration detector in combination with hot-wire or laserDoppler anemometry. It also became possible to undertake experiments concerning short duration emissions.
For the first time, similarity theory could be tested in its true context because several hundred repeat releases could be made in identical circumstances and the ensemble-averaged cloud properties then derived. As this could only be carried out in the laboratory, it provides an excellent example of the importance of wind tunnel modelling. Such a study is described by Robins and Fackrell [8] , for emissions from a ground level point source into a neutrally stable boundary layer of depth, H ¼ 1:2 m. Fig. 1 is taken from this work and shows the ensemble mean concentration from 300 releases compared with a single realisation. An ensemble of this size leads to a very smooth mean concentration distribution, though some irregularities remain in the fluctuation intensity profile. Predictions from similarity theory were compared with measurements of the ensemble averaged cloud travel time, centroid height, longitudinal spread, and convection speed at a number of downstream locations (x=H ¼ 0:8325:93). The agreement between theory and measurement was excellent.
Concentration fluctuations
This example [9] is perhaps one of the best with which to illustrate how wind tunnel experiments can stimulate modelling developments. The research arose because of a need to model short duration emissions from nuclear power plant-this prompted development of the experimental techniques [7] and triggered the basic research, undertaken both to provide a reference framework and because of its inherent interest. A key result was the demonstration of the great importance of initial source diameter in determining the level of fluctuations and intermittency that develop in the near field. Just as significant were the measurements that enabled flux and fluctuation transport equation balances to be compiled. These showed that the production of concentration fluctuations was concentrated in a region very close to the source and that thereafter a balance between advection and dissipation prevailed. In the near field all the terms of the turbulent mass flux transport equations were important and their modelling led to the stream-wise development of the turbulentdiffusivity. Further from the source, the situation simplified and conditions for a simple turbulent-diffusivity independent of fetch were observed.
One of the more important pieces of work that was stimulated is reported in [10] , where a CFD model was successfully developed to predict the wind tunnel observations. This did not prove at all straightforward as modelling of the concentration fluctuation and scalar flux equations required great subtlety in order to produce the correct stream-wise development of mean and fluctuating concentrations and adequately treat the wall boundary conditions. This arises because the dispersion problem is a two-scale one where, in all but the far-field, the plume scales may be considerably less than the conventional turbulence integral scales. Thus only a certain range of eddy scales is actually effective in dispersing a plume, and this range increases as the plume spreads. The initial wind tunnel and CFD work was followed by a number of field, laboratory and computational studies that further advanced the subject, treating the basic problem and a number of more complex variants, such as the interaction of two plumes.
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Plume rise
Briggs [11] presents a remarkable compilation of plume rise, Z max ; in calm ambient conditions, showing that the formula:
where F is the initial buoyancy flux and N the ambient buoyancy frequency, fits observations of laboratory, industrial and natural plumes for rises in the range from about 0.2 m to 3 km. In the same report, Briggs establishes the basic parameters, the buoyancy and momentum fluxes, that control plume rise in a cross flow. Thus wind tunnel (or for that matter water tank) modelling is encouraged, on the one hand by a very clear proof that it works and, on the other, by a clear statement of the basis of the scaling procedures. Thereafter, the laboratory has been used to refine entrainment relationships and hence develop the theory, providing the basis for the integral models that have now largely replaced the earlier analytical theories. In this case though, field experiments have played as important a role as laboratory simulation. The laboratory comes into its own when more complex questions are treated, such as how plume rise is modified in the presence of large buildings or where adjacent plumes interact. In fact, the story is not so clear cut as there is still probably no universal agreement about how buoyant plumes should be simulated and a large number of scaling conditions still abounds, despite the sterling efforts of such as Snyder [12] to clarify matters. What makes this difficult is that everyone would probably agree on what should be done ideally, though this proves to be seldom possible as it implies that the velocity scaling equals the square root of the geometrical scaling. This follows because a, the emission density ratio r s =r (where r s is the emission density and r the ambient density) and U 2 =gL (where L is an appropriate length scale) are fundamental similarity parameters related to the relative importance of inertial and buoyancy forces in a plume. This implies the following relationships between model, suffix m; and full scale emission densities and wind speeds:
Values of, say, 1/100-1/900 are not exceptional for the geometrical scale, implying velocity scale ratios of 1/10-1/30 and exceptionally low tunnel operating speedsfrequently too low, so something must be relaxed and it is this that leads to the confusion. The truth of the matter is that there is no single answer, rather a range of approaches that may be appropriate in different circumstances. Nevertheless, the community is remiss in not resolving matters by agreeing on what constitutes best practice.
A good example of the use and validation of scaling techniques is described by Obasaju and Robins [13] . This concerns a buoyant stack emission from roof level adjacent to a large nuclear power station building (Hinkley Point A in SW England). The wind tunnel study was carried out at a scale of 1:400 in a 1.2 m deep boundary layer. Scaling was based on conservation of the non-dimensional emission momentum and buoyancy fluxes, F M and F B ; expressed as
where Q is the volume emission rate from the source, W s the emission speed and h the building height (54 m at full scale). If the density ratio, a; is the same at model and full scale then these conditions reduce to conservation of W s =U and U 2 =gh; as before, but if the density ratio is left free then the relation between wind speed at model and full scale becomes:
which yields considerable benefits when a m is less than a: If the procedure is valid then results derived from its use should be independent of the precise value of a m selected. Fig. 2 demonstrates the point by comparing non-dimensional ground level concentrations on the plume centre-line at x=h ¼ 10 for four different values of a m ; from 0.30 to 0.92; field data (a ¼ 0:88) are also included in the figure. The agreement is remarkably good and was repeated at all stations considered, from x=h ¼ 5 to 30:
Dense gas dispersion
A great deal of wind tunnel modelling activity and computer model development and testing was quite rightly generated by the Thorny Island field experiments. This was carried out firstly to demonstrate that accurate wind tunnel simulation of the dispersion of large dense gas clouds was feasible and then to explore in detail aspects of the problem that could not be easily, or at all, studied at full-scale. A clear example is the investigation of variability in an ensemble of identical releases described by Hall et al. [14] . Bulk cloud properties, such as travel time or peak concentration at a given fetch, derived from ensembles of 50 or 100 releases showed the ratio of 10 and 90 percentiles to be typically of order 2. Information of this kind could only come from laboratory simulations. Until quite recently the entrainment algorithms incorporated in computer models used to predict dense gas dispersion were based solely on results from laboratory experiments over smooth underlying surfaces, results that were in some cases unpublished. In stark contrast, most accidental releases of hazardous chemicals are likely to occur over rough surfaces such as found at chemical process plant or in urban areas. This and other deficiencies at the heart of important safety-related computational tools led the Petroleum Environmental Research Forum (PERF) to instigate a major experimental study involving three separate wind tunnel laboratories and a field facility (see [15] for an overview). Interestingly, even the field facility mimicked the laboratory (rather than vice-versa) with many thousand of plate roughness elements laid-out in the Nevada Desert to model a process plant and its surroundings at a scale of about 1:10. An area 120 by 314 m long was treated in this manner, with 4.9 m tall boundary layer generating spires placed along the (prevailing) upwind edge.
The results from all three wind tunnels, using a range of surface roughness values, were combined in forming a revised and well-founded relationship for the vertical entrainment velocity as a function of the plume Richardson number. The limitations to laboratory modelling were also investigated and some preliminary work conducted in a stable boundary layer. These latter studies left open a number of questions that were examined in subsequent work [16] . Specifically, this later work considered the limiting plume Richardson number for satisfactory simulations of dense gas emissions, the role of emission momentum and the entrainment relation in a stable ambient boundary layer. Of particular note is the conclusion that there was no significant effect of emission momentum whilst the emission speed, W 0 ; was less than 3u Ã ; a much more relaxed condition than was anticipated.
Buildings
A substantial number of laboratory studies have addressed questions of dispersion near buildings, though only a small percentage have considered the topic in detail, this requiring a co-ordinated set of dispersion and flow field measurements. The objective has frequently been to aid development of plume rise and dispersion algorithms that can be used in dispersion modelling packages to predict behaviour near buildings. The building effects modules in both of the so-called 'advanced' atmospheric dispersion models, ADMS and AERMOD-PRIME, have been developed in this way and, probably as a consequence, have remarkably similar algorithms. These models divide the flow field into a number of regions so as to isolate dominant mechanisms and then use semi-empirical models of differing degrees of sophistication in each region. Both the form of the models and the empirical data incorporated within them is almost entirely derived from wind tunnel studies.
Model evaluation studies also draw very heavily on wind tunnel work, though a limited number of field studies is used as well. The application areas have become increasingly more complex; e.g. Carruthers et al. [17] examines the performance of ADMS against a series of wind tunnel simulations of warehouse fires of varying complexity. That ADMS and AERMOD-PRIME perform as well as they do in treating dispersion near buildings is a testimony to the depth and quality of the largely laboratory-based research upon which they and the theories they utilise are based. Because they rest so heavily on empirical data the algorithms are in almost a continuous state of revision, either to account for new insights or to extend the area of application. Recent examples of the latter include the treatment of emissions from short stacks above tall thin buildings (e.g. cement drying towers) and from oil storage tanks. None of this proves to be routine and surprises still abound. The discovery that a relatively low bund wall around a large storage tank can completely change the flow field in the near-wake, almost eliminate mean streamline deflections over the tank and, consequently, also greatly reduce near field ground level concentrations was most unexpected [18] . Surprises like this lead to re-evaluation of what it is that models like ADMS and AERMOD actually provide for their users and what they should be designed to provide. The most reasonable answer seems to be reliable prediction of the likely upper and lower bounds of ground level concentrations. Hand-in-hand with this is the development of best practice recommendations for the use of such models.
The link with CFD modelling is very strong in this topic area and, just as with ADMS and AERMOD, the emphasis is again concentrated on optimising predictive performance, through examination of modelling options, and deriving best practice guidelines. Widely accepted guidelines for general application of CFD codes have already been published through ERCOFTAC [19] and at some stage these will be complemented by application specific guidelines, one of which will treat wind engineering.
Urban areas
Dispersion in urban areas has been something of a growth area for wind tunnel studies in the last few years, something that has been prompted just as much by air quality as by security concerns. Wind tunnels have been widely used to study the behaviour of emissions in street canyons and other idealised environments. Much that under-pins the street canyon models commonly used in operational air quality models [20] derives from wind tunnel studies and their ability to provide detailed flow and dispersion measurement. Laboratory studies have been equally influential in showing the weaknesses of simple street canyon modelling and the almost inevitable departure in any real situation from two-dimensionality.
Hoydysh and Dabbert [21] clearly show the importance of three-dimensional effects at intersections and how these transport pollutants into side streets. Their study concerned a regular urban network of streets, with uniform buildings, though an irregular array is more realistic and generates even more complex dispersion patterns. More recently the topic has been investigated in considerable detail, as it turns out that the transfer of pollutants from one street to another can be substantial and, at the same time, very sensitive to details of the geometry [22] . Many previous urban dispersion studies employed line sources to represent traffic emissions but this is not an effective aid to understanding because it hides so much of the detail. Robins et al. [23] show how point sources can be used to investigate source-receptor relationships, which prove to be particularly complex at intersections. Fig. 3 is taken from this work and shows what was a surprisingly substantial transfer of pollutants between the streets, in this case driven by a small off-set of 0:16h; where h is the height of the four blocks comprising the intersection. To derive this figure, results from numerous experiments with point sources were weighted and combined to simulate dispersion from line sources lying along the two streets. In some cases, sufficient velocity field data were available to calculate the volume fluxes entering and leaving the intersection through the street system and, hence, to determine the net vertical exchange at the intersection. The full data set proved to be a very fine test of the predictive ability of CFD tools because of the very sensitive nature of the flow and dispersion to small changes in the geometry (either the off-set, as shown, or the orientation relative to the wind).
The preceding discussion largely concerns short-range dispersion, though broader questions of dispersion at all ranges in the urban canopy have been investigated. Robins and Macdonald [24] review this work, which is largely a combination of wind tunnel and small-scale field experiment [25] . A substantial body of dispersion measurements now exists and is being used to generate operational dispersion models of varying degrees of complexity. Even so, we cannot yet answer some simple questions concerning short-range dispersion, such as what is the relative importance in any situation of transport over and below roof level, or how much of the pollutant flux in one street is transferred to another at an intersection. Wind tunnel work clearly led the research, which is now being taken-up by large-scale research programmes that typically consist of all three research elements: field experiments, laboratory experiments, computer modelling [26] .
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Complex terrain
A glance through Turner [27] shows how laboratory simulations in water tanks have worked hand-in-hand with theoretic analysis to develop an understanding of stratified flow over hills. Similarly, considerable wind tunnel and theoretical work has been addressed to neutral flows over hills, and questions concerning wind speedup and the evaluation of wind energy resources. Work specifically addressing dispersion is much less common, which most likely reflects the primary importance of the meteorological applications.
Dispersion in stable stratified flow over hills was studied in some detail in the US EPA stratified towing tank [28, 29] . Amongst other things, this work investigated the flow characteristics, surface concentrations from plume impingement and the dividing streamline concept. Upstream flow conditions were characterised by the hill Froude number, F ; defined by F ¼ U=Nh; where U is the wind speed and N the buoyancy frequency of the approach flow, and h the hill height. With F o0:3 the flow is essentially horizontal about the hill, except in narrow regions of thickness Fh near the base and crest. Thus a plume embedded in the horizontal flow may be carried directly onto the hill side and in such cases maximum surface concentrations were found to be comparable with the plume centre concentration in the absence of the hill. The dividing streamline defines the upper boundary to the region of horizontal flow and its height far upstream is reasonably well predicted by hð1 À F Þ: These results apply to single hills of simple shape and their adaptation to more complex circumstances is a continuing research activity.
Important wind tunnel research relating to dispersion in stratified flow over hills and in drainage and valley flows has been conducted at Colorado State University (CSU) over an extended period [4, 30] . Some of this work was carried out at extremely small scale (between about 1:2000 and 1:10,000), using the main CSU meteorological wind tunnel and a large convection chamber. At such scales, many of the similarity conditions normally applied to the simulation of flow and dispersion over complex terrain cannot be satisfied. Nevertheless, acceptable agreement between laboratory and field dispersion measurements is reported. The use of very small-scale models, perhaps with distortion of the vertical scale, to investigate problems of this sort remains an area where best practice and the limitations of laboratory techniques have yet to be fully explored.
Convective boundary layers
So much of what is known about convective boundary layers and dispersion within them derives from the pioneering tank experiments conducted by Deardorff and his co-workers [31] . It is hard to over-emphasise the importance of this work. The tank still exists, but it is now to be found at the US EPA laboratories in North Carolina-in spirit at least, as so much has been replaced that almost nothing of the original remains other than its dimensions. To the uninitiated it is not a very impressive device, but appearance really does deceive in this case. Instrumentation and analysis techniques have developed considerably since the time of Deardorff's experiments in the mid-eighties, particularly for 'quantitative' flow visualisation. That such a facility still has an important role is clear from the recent work reported by Snyder et al. [32] . In this work, very large numbers of buoyant plume and puff emissions under essentially identical conditions are analysed, in particular to investigate the penetration of highly buoyant releases into a capping inversion layer, gravity spreading within the inversion and 'top-down' dispersion of plume material trapped in and below the inversion.
Some general comments
One of the most obvious and important features of physical modelling is that the experimental conditions are under control, repeatable, and statistically steady. This means that genuine mean values can be measured, unlike in the atmosphere where concentrations are always a function of the time over which they are observed. This leads to the inevitable question: to what averaging time do wind tunnel studies correspond? This is not a simple question and it is made all the more difficult by the rather imprecise way averaging and averaging times are sometimes treated in air quality and other atmospheric dispersion studies.
Only boundary layer turbulence is simulated in the laboratory and this has an integral time scale which is proportional to H=U: The averaging time needed to measure a mean concentration to some acceptable degree of repeatability increases as U decreases; generally it will be of order 100 H=U; typically a few minutes (say for U ¼ 1 ms À1 , H ¼ 1 m). Time scales of order 3 h (say for U ¼ 5 ms À1 , H ¼ 600 m) are obtained when this is translated into atmospheric terms. However, conditions will not normally be steady over this duration nor, for that matter, on somewhat shorter ones. The main source of unsteadiness frequently lies in the reference mean wind direction, though the mean wind speed and stability may also vary. In other words, field observations with nominally the same non-dimensional averaging times as a wind tunnel study will tend to show some degree of enhanced plume spread (primarily, lateral spread) and, consequently, lower concentrations. These differences become less significant as the averaging time is reduced and it is generally thought that laboratory simulations can be analysed in terms of 15-30 min averages at full scale. However, there may be considerable ensemble variability at this time scale. To be precise, we should relate the mean concentration obtained from the physical simulation to the ensemble mean atmospheric concentration.
Some, but by no means all, of the recent and important achievements of wind tunnel and water tank modelling of atmospheric dispersion have been described. This remains an active area of research enterprise that is both exciting and educational. The role of laboratory simulation is however changing in response to the continued advances in computational methods. Already there are many good examples of integrated experimental and numerical research and this is likely to become the normal pattern of research activity. Nevertheless, many areas remain where wind tunnel modelling is still likely to be the preferred approach, particularly for problems where CFD models are known to be weak (e.g. interactions between turbulent flows) or that are particularly complex (either geometrically, of because of stratification effects).
